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bollywood has a rich tradition of voiceovers. dubbing has been a part of
hindi cinema for at least four decades, and the popularity of bollywood films
in the west has only fuelled demand for more bollywood content. each time
i finish a session i am struck by the fact that i have just done a full
conversation with the voice that will go into the minds of thousands of
people every day, singh said. i end the session thinking, this is what people
will remember for the rest of their lives. kipling is best known for his just so
stories and the jungle book books, in which the animals have human
characteristics. in kiplings original texts, he refers to a being called a man-
cub, who eventually grows up to be the protagonist of the story. in the
disney version, mowgli is still a man-cub. the hindi version, said samanta,
has been made with a lot of care and respect for the original and the indian
audience. in the hindi version, we dont want to change the story or the
essence of the original film, but there are a few changes that we have
made. the new film is a bit darker than the original. like the hindi version,
the american one does not shy away from the violence in the original. the
tiger shere khan and the python kaa are ferocious. some of the more
dangerous animals have been replaced with non-toxic versions. the bear
baloo is afraid of water. kaa, who in the original is a female, is male in the
american version. the film is not for the faint hearted, but that isnt a
problem in india where people love a good story with a bit of action. its a
good movie. people who like the original will love this one too, he said.
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mowgli, the main protagonist of the movie, is a young boy who lives in the
jungle with his family and a wolf pack. his brother, shere khan, is chief of
the tiger pack and sends his son to capture a person to feed to him. khan

has ordered that the boy, mowgli, be brought to him. mowgli's mother
leaves him and his brother with the wolf pack. the wolf pack mates with
mowgli and teaches him about life. ben kingsley is widely known for his

roles in such films as a clockwork orange (1971), gandhi (1982), the sexy
beast (1996), the love guru (2008) and tinker tailor soldier spy (2011)

among others. he is well-known for his role of bagheera in the 1966 disney
animated feature the jungle book. scarlett johansson is one of hollywood's
most famous actresses. she played the marvel comic book superhero black

widow in the films iron man (2008), iron man 2 (2010) and iron man 3
(2013) and the x-men film series. she is also well-known for her role in the
film mojave (2002). as to what mowgli will eventually do in the industry, its
not up to me. i am only there as a voice. in the book, he was a black cub. in
real life, he might be an entrepreneur, a politician, a king or a criminal. but

he might have a heart attack at 40 or become a child psychologist, says
nyong'o. who knows? her voice in the film is soft and melodious, full of

drama. nyong'o met the producer of the film, nita kaur, who is a longtime
friend from the university of pennsylvania. the two bonded over their love

for indian films and nyong'o was excited by the opportunity to contribute to
a bollywood production. 5ec8ef588b
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